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New Product

ReInforced Makeready Rolls/Sheets (RIMS)
The high-tensile strength of the patented polypropylene foil center
makes this a superior spot sheet. RIMS is especially good for long
runs and repeat uses.

D1120 Rule Support
(Description: 1-916” Long x ½ Wide x 3/8” Tall)

Special polypropylene foil center Long life for repeat runs
Tear resistant
Water Resistant
Available:
47” x 164“ rolls
.005” Thick

Box Plan Items

Cito Tape

(Patching Tape)

This plasticized, pressure sensitive adhesive, makeready tape
exhibits great tear and moisture resistance. Its high-tensile
trength makes it well-suited for long runs and
on repeat-use spot sheets.
Benefits:
Saves time in application
Easier to apply
Less waste
Does not wrinkle
Prevents cutting plate rust
Available: 1/4”, 1/2”, 1/8” width
Thicknesses: .003” yellow, .002” red, .001” blue

SEP'KNIFE

Sheet'presser

SHEET'LIFTS

Lock-Fix-Seats
Lock-Fix-Magnets

Black Maxx

Box'ramps

A substitute for hand-cut counterboard, Matrix and costly steel
counterplates. Achieve close tolerance and the durability for extremely
long runs with Bobst Black Maxx counters.
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Sheet'ramps

(See Index Pg for more)

See Index Pg For More Part #

Bobst Thin Plates

Available at ADS California Office for same day
shipping or pick up
1MM THIN PLATES AVAILABLE AT ADS CALIFORNIA OFFICE FOR SAME DAY SHIPPING OR PICK UP

(800)
600-0181 See our website for specifics
For Soft, Hard
& 1.5mm.

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Bobst Essential Matrix

To Calculate the Correct Channel Width

To Calculate the Correct Channel Depth

Reverse Bend

Multi Crease

Standard

IK

Off Center

Creasing Matrix

Mini

Essential is a newly designed matrix product made with a
synthentic material which contains glass fibers much like those
used in phenolic creasing counterplates. Essential is available for
Folding Carton, Corrugated and off center models in 53 different
sizes. The Acrylic adhesive leaves no residue on the cutting plate.
For size and part numbers see index.

For size and part numbers see index.
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Die Boards
Dieboards Available at ADS California Office
for same day shipping or pick up

Birch Dieboard

LaserPLY Advantage - Minimal defects and color streak on both
sides. This is the industry-standard grade and the best value.
LaserPLY Advantage UVC - Minimal defects and color streak on
both sides. UV coating on both sides. This is the industry-standard
grade for UV-coated dieboards, offering stable moisture content
and a smooth surface.

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Makeready Accessories

Super Cut Bench Press

Advanced shearing action miters both ends with one cut.
Waste collects beneath shears for added convenience.
Adjustable to fit different matrix width.
Length gauge for repetitive cutting.
Simple & economical blade replacement.

Skiving Knife

Multi Cutter

Cuts mitered angle. For all creasing matrix or ejection
rubbers as well. Cuts 45 - 120 degree angles.

Tympan Paper Spot Sheets
Multiple applications in printing and diecutting makeready
processes for letterpress, lithography, offset, gravure and
flexography. Surface-treated to repel moisture and most plate or
blanket washes. This high density paper is .006” thick. Available in
rolls: 36”, 45” and 54” wide
Pre-cut top sheets and specialty sizes can be supplied

ReInforced Makeready Rolls/Sheets (RIMS)
The high-tensile strength of the patented polypropylene foil center
makes this a superior spot sheet. RIMS is especially good for long
runs and repeat uses.
Special polypropylene foil center Long life for repeat runs
Tear resistant
Water Resistant
Available:
47” x 164“ rolls
.005” Thick
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Cito Carbon paper Roll
Description: Blue, Multi-use Carbon paper /Rolls only
Carbon Sheets
Description: Black, Single use /Rolls & Sheets
Available in rolls .0015” x44”x1000’
Or sheets 26”x39”(100sh/pkg)

Makeready Accessories
Pressboard

Jute Tag

Cito Tape

Manila-colored, medium-hard board ideally suited for short runs.
Available:
In 24” x 36” sheets
.008” - .036” thick
Specify plain, adhesive or kraft-backed

This plasticized, pressure sensitive adhesive, makeready tape
exhibits great tear and moisture resistance. Its high-tensile
trength makes it well-suited for long runs and
on repeat-use spot sheets.

Pressboard
Pearl gray, hard surfaced board is ideally suited for medium runs.
Available:
In 24”x 36” sheets,
.010” - .036” thick.
Specify plain, adhesive or kraft-backed

Vulcanized Fiberboard
Red, extra through-hardened board is ideal for long runs
or for recycled substrates.
Available:
In 24” x 36” sheets,
.010”- .040” thick

Stereo Embossing Board
White Stereo Embossing board is the economical alternative to two-plate
embossing and debossing. Eliminate one-half of a standard brass, steel or
composite plate set and make your own counter. Easier and safer than “Pour
a Counter” with superior results.
Available:
In a variety of sheets from 19” x 19” to 20” x 60” depending on thickness.
Available thicknesses: .030” - .066”

(Patching Tape)

Benefits:
Saves time in application
Easier to apply
Less waste
Does not wrinkle
Prevents cutting plate rust
Available: 1/4”, 1/2”, 1/8” width
Thicknesses: .003” yellow, .002” red, .001” blue

Steel Shim Tape
Pressure sensitive adhesive makeready
tape
used to level a plate or press.
Also used behind the die. All rolls are
5/16” wide.
Available:
.001”, .002” and .005” thick;
Rolls 33’, 66’, 99’ and 197’ long

Spot Tape
Conventional Makeready Tape
Paper Makeready Tape meets the
specific needs of the diecutting
industry.
Available in
1/4 “ and 1/2” wide rolls
.0015”, .003” and .006” thick

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Makeready Accessories

Cleanup Solvent 22
Removes the adhesive
residue of matrix and
counters from cutting plates.
Safe to use & Dries Fast!

Cleanup Solvent 22, Citri-Flo, and Oil Flo are available in
1 Gallon, 5 Gallon Pails and 55 Gallon drums.

Spray bottles are also available.
Benefits:
Extremely low NFPA Hazard Classification
(Health-Flammability-Reactivity)
•Low odor
•Meets California’s tough SCAQMD Rule 102
& BAAQMD Regulation 8
•Contains no CFC’s
•High Flashpoint over 100°F

Recommended by

CITRI-FLO
Glue Remover!

Removes adhesive from
and oil & grease from all
machines, machine parts, tools,
hydraulic pumps and oil spills.
*Activated and rinses
clean with water

“Very safe toxicity profile...
much safer than chlorinated solvents,
toluene, xylene, etc.”
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Design Tools

Mylar
Available in matte (frosted) one-side, and clear.
Standard Sizes:
0.003”- 0.005” thick
36”- 60” wide rolls
Roll lengths from 20 - 100 yds
Other dimensions and sheeted sizes available on request.

Advanced Die Supplies is the exclusive distributor of Fisher Space Pens
for the Converting Industry. Gas-pressurized pens for plotting.
Compatible with Alphameric, Elcede, Datatech, Kongsberg,
Misomex, ZUND and virtually all other tables.
Available: 3”and 3.5” Fine, Medium & Bold

Colors: Black, Blue, Light Blue, Red, Green, Brown, Orange, Silver & Gold

Makeready Accessories

Aluminum

Fisher Space Pens
Plotter & Sample Maker Pens

Plastic

X Pin

Washer

Counterplate Locator Pin & Washer
Designed to locate and transfer phenolic counterplates
with precise registration. Durable plastic, aluminum
pins and washers are re-usable.

High Speed Lockup Quoins
Quickly lock up dies in the press or chase. Bar-Plate’s unique
construction applies even pressure across the entire face of the
quoin, ensuring a tight fit.
Available: 3”, 6”, 9” and 12”
Special Bobst® Quoins are available in 9”
Standard “T” handle key and 6” right angle key, as well as
the newest Torque Quoin Key, are available separately.

Black Maxx

(See Index Pg for more)

A substitute for hand-cut counterboard, Matrix and costly steel
counterplates. Achieve close tolerance and the durability for extremely
long runs with Bobst Black Maxx counters.

Features:

Superior film adhesion, Extended impression life, Lighter than steel,
Accurate machinability, Less down time at changeover, Easily
removed and reused

Availability:
Rigid Material
0.015” - 0.048” thick
Standard sheets are 42-1/8” x 41-5/16”

ADS
Dura
Q u o in s

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Die Making Plates / Speed Mounts

Cutting Plates, Back Up Plates & Jackets
Jackets for Miehle, Miller, L&M, Viking, Heidelberg and other
regular and converted presses. High carbon steel in excess of 35
RC hardness. All jackets manufactured to your
specifications. Thicknesses from .050” to .125”.
Most common thickness is .083”.

Blue oval shaped Speed Mount is for mounting rotary dies to
cylinders. The oval shape allows the user to have a little bit of
vertical movement in case the rotary die does not line up perfectly
with the cylinder.

Red oval shaped Speed Mount is used for mounting rotary dies to
cylinders. The wide oval shape allows the user the ability to mount
and run a rotary die on 2 different cylinders that are not identical in
design. Not being stuck and having more options allows the user to
maximize productivity.
Yellow Speed Mount is for simple rotary mounting that does not
require adjustments. This type of mounting only allows for the
rotary die to be mounted on the cylinder it was made for.

(800) 600-0181
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Diemaking Accessories

Rawhide Mallets
Traditional die maker’s mallet.
Sizes: #3 1-3/4”, #4 2”, #5 2-3/4”

Red Elastomer Durable
Die Makers Mallet
Durable Polyurethane mallets.
Sizes: S - 1-3/4”, M - 2” x 5”, L - 2-3/4” x 4-3/4”

Kevlar® Safety Gloves
Strong, lightweight and flexible Dupont® Kevlar ® fiber protects
hands from cuts and abrasions. PVC dots give superior grip.
Available with and without fingers. For sizing, measure around
the widest part of the palm.
Available Sizes:
S (7 - 8”) M (8-1/2 - 9”) L (9-1/2 - 10”) XL (10-1/2 - 11”

Mallet Replacement Heads

Corrugated Fasteners
Used to join multiple die boards to form larger
steel rule dies.
Available: 3/8” x 1”, 1/2” x l”, and 5/8” x 1”

Diemaker’s Mallet & Replacement Heads
Heavy duty elastomer mallets are made to wear evenly and will
not break or splinter. Tough, long-lasting heads are replaceable.
Sizes. #4 2” x 3.5”, #4L 2” x 5”, #6 2 3/4” x 4 3/4”

Diemaker’s Apron
Rugged denim material with durable stitching provide the
diemaker with protection and convenience. Comes with two
Utility pockets and tie strings attached.

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Diemaking Accessories
Blade 2.125”

Martin Hoops (Double Grooved)

177mm 618 for 7” dies.
270mm 922-924, 10-5/8” for 38” dies.
Hoop 1228-1232-1330, 13-3/4” for 50” dies.
487mm 1628, 19-3/16” for 66” dies.

Blade 6.875”

Left & Right Separators For Stripping
For Conventional Stripping.

Separator
For Conventional Stripping.

Blade 7.8”

Separator For Large Format Stripping

Jig Saw Blades

Blades for Laborsaber, Cutawl, Richards and more.
1-½, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 point
Cutawl sizes #42, #43, #44
Regular and Reverse Tooth configuration
Retractable style
Jig blade glides for 1-1/2, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 point

1”

Cutawl Blades
Cutawl sizes #42, #43, #44 for 2, 3 and 4 point

11/16”

Large & Standard
Lead Edge Guards

Reduces Lead Edge knife failure by
acting as a brace for rotary dies.

Rotary Safety Straps

Cutawl Saw
Leading saw for rotary dies. Made especially for the dense,
hard maple and birch dieboards. Cutawl accurately saws
curved rotary dieboards, flat dieboards and stripping boards.
Available:
K-12Fforflatdieboard
K-12C-50for50”rotarydieboard
K-12C-66for66”rotarydieboard

Serrapid Arm Plate

(800) 600-0181
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* For Die Benders and other Die bending equiptment please visit our website AdvancedDieSupplies.com

Diemaking Accessories

3/8” Ht
M

A

8

Mini Perf-a-Type

Designed for litho-laminated and high-graphic corrugated.
3/8” high for the most discreet demarcation.
Highest quality for definition. 3/8” high letters and numbers
on 1/2” base. Attach with adhesive, nails or convenient mini guides.

5/8” Ht

4

8

Perf-a-Type Track

For easiest placement of all perf-a-type, use these hardy
plastic holders.
Available for regular and mini perf.
Blue Mini Perf A Guide, .029” or .74mm Thick.
Medium Blue Mini Perf A Guide, .094” or 2.40mm Thick.
Red Mini Perf A Guide, Rotary .190” or 4.75mm Thick.
Blue Perf A Guide 5/8”, Flat.
Red Perf A Guide 1/2”, Rotary.
*With our thicker bases
shimming is reduced or
even eliminated.

7
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Midi Perf-a-Type
5/8” high letters and numbers for easy attachment to flat or rotary
die boards. Attach with adhesive, nails or convenient perf-a-type tracks.

3/4” Ht
Pocket Scribe
F

1

A

#81: 3/8” diameter with 5-7/8” length
#83: 1/4” diameter with 4-3/4” length
Replacement tips available
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3/4” Ht

# symbol

@ symbol

Blank

New Perf-a-Type Symbols
Standard Perf-a-Type
3/4” high letters and numbers on 1” base for easy attachment to flat
or rotary dieboards. Attach with adhesive, nails or convenient
perf-a-type tracks.

Rotary Miter Knives
Milter tight, pre-cut miter rule, is designed to prevent scrap buildup by
matching the contour of the bevel rules commonly used in lead edges.
Blades are pre-cut to 1/4” lengths to save time in ruling and simplify programming.
Curved available: .960”; .990”; 1.00”, 1.025”
Straight available: .937” .970”, .990”, 1.00”

.
AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Nicking Tools

Dremel Moto-Tool

Easy-to-use, economy nicking grinder comes with a 1/8”
mandrel and collet, but also accommodates 1/16”, 3/32”
and 1/8” collets.

Nor Grinder

Dremel Wheels

NG/91-p/std with standard base SKU: CCNORGRINDER-STD
Ensure accurate, consistent, perpendicular nicks with this diemaking tool.
The design of the Nor Grinder guarantees that nicks will be properly placed and
prevent premature break up of the sheet. Adjustable depth stop, easy-to-read
scale on base and Lexan safety guard make this grinder a professional tool.

Common sizes #409, #420
Other sizes available.

Grinding Wheels

Advanced Die Supplies now stocks quality grinding wheels,
specifically engineered for nicking steel rule, in a variety of sizes.

Common Thicknesses
.008”, .010”, .012”, .015”, .020”, .025”, .031”, .032”, .035”, .040”, .045”, .047”, .060”, .062”
Other sizes and thicknesses available

2” OD with 1/8”
Center Hole

1 ½” OD with
1/8” Center Hole

16

50mm OD with 8mm Center Hole
For NorGraphic Grinders

1 ½” OD with 9/32”
Center Hole For
Quick Nik Grinders

35mm OD with 6x9mm
Center Hole
For ServoQuick Grinders

2” OD with 1/8” Center
Hole Reinforced

15/16” OD with 1/16”
Center Hole

Diemaking Solutions

Centering Bracket
Compatible with Bobst® 103
and 104 systems for fast lock frames.

T-Nuts

For mounting Bobst cutting dies and portions of the stripping jig.
Available in any size.
Common sizes: 8/32, 10/24, 10/32, 1/4, 5/16 and metric sizes 4mm,
5mm, 8mm.
Quantities of 100 & 500 per box.

Centerline Stops
Centering stop used on Centerline 1 and
Centerline 2 systems;
the Black center line stop used on the upper
(male) stripping jig
and the Red center line stop for the lower
(female) stripping jigs.

Non-Threaded T-Nuts

6.75mm
For corrugated Bobst dies and stripping jigs

New Style Tie Rods

Tie Rods

Use Tie Rods/Tie Bolts to
Clamp the dieboard to the frame.

Safety Rule Puller

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Stripping Solutions
7/8” Green Spacer

1-3/8” Blue Spacer

Kori Clamp
Economy rear clamps for female stripping jig.
More cost effective than metal clamps and other
large plastic clamps. Fit rails on existing and new
stripping boards. So economical there is no need
to remove and re-use these clamps.

Distance Spacers

For proper spacing of the male stripping board.
Inner barrel heights available: 7/8” and 1”

Stripping Plates
Flat Top and Crown Stripping Pins
For use in stripping and blanking boards.
Available:
Flat: 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm
Crown: 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm

3pt thick, 50mm high Stripping Plates for stripping boards.
Pointed tips so ejected scrap does not slip.
Thicknesses available: 5mm x 24mm, 7mm x 26mm, 9mm x 28mm, 11mm x 30mm,
15mm x 36mm, 20mm x 39mm and, 25mm x 44mm.

*All pins are beveled on bottom for easy fitting in dieboard
and are all a 4mm base.

Die Storage Bolts
Blanker Standoffs

For use in stripping and blanking boards.
Benifits:
All pins available with knurled bases for the greatest
hold in the board Smaller diameter pins are steel for durability
Larger diameter pins are light weight, economical aluminum
Manufactered for Advanced Die Supplies.
Available:
Blanker Standoff Pins: 7/8”, 1 3/8”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2
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Black or Orange Storage Bolt for quick location of stripping tools.
Available: 2” and 1-5/8” high.

Die Making Solutions

ADS Yellow Jogger
Marbanicker.
This Nicker has a retractable weighted top that when dropped creates
a 0.1mm thick nick each time. The Chisels are replaceable and can be
flipped around when one side wears.

Your advantages using the Marbapusher
Universally useable => no capital commitment
Quickly exchangeable
Space-saving storage
Noscrewing required
High contact pressure
Reliable producion process
Higher machine speed

Short Plastic
Jogger

Long Plastic
Jogger

Marbapusher
Plastic Jogger

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Blanking Solutions
SpeedBar
Revolutionary new presser bar designed to make manufacturing and
operating male blankers less complex and less time consuming.

Benefits:

Press ready - no assembly required
No height adjustments
Jam free
Tested up to 16,000 SPH

Adhesive Runners
( 5.0 x 3.0 x 2700mm)
( 6.0 x 3.0 x 2700mm)
( 8.0 x 3.0 x 2700mm)

Standard lengths fit any press size
Easy installation - only requires a drill
Compatible to Bobst Quick Lock
Less costly than alternative models
Available: 9’, 13”and 16”

Support Rail - Flat Top Tools
For; 102,103,104-ER, 130-ER, 142-CER, 142-ER, 162-CER, Sprintera
106-PER, Sprintera 145-PER

JOGGER-UNIVERSAL -7/16” DROP
GUIDE

SPECIAL LOW HEAD SHCS
M5X20mm
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING
RAIL - 130 (950mm)

SUPPORT RAIL - FLAT TOP TOOL
130-ER

FLATSHCS
M3X25mm

JOGGERUNIVERSAL
SIDE

SUPPORT RAIL END
JOGGER-UNIVERSALFRONT/ REAR

S

QUICK LOCK KIT
SPECIAL LOW HEAD SHCS
M5X24mm
ACCESSORY NUT

12”

AD

PARALLEL CLAMP
STANDARD-SHCS
M5X20mm

3.5 x 28mm HARDENED PIN

JOGGER - NARROW MOUNTING
RAIL - SIDE

PIN INSERTION GUIDE TOOL - FOR SUPPORT RAILS
BSI FRAME KIT - SP130- ER

20

MOUNTING
RAIL - NARROW
-130 (877mm)

- .3

ER

C
PA
ES
SIV RAIL
HE

HC
-S
RD
DA 16mm
N
STA M5X

Blanking Solutions

Presser Rail

Old Style Tower Presser

1.5” Blanker Stand Off

Presser Rail

Standard Tower Presser & Flush Presser

BSI Flat Top Tool Kits
For; Sp-102-CER, SP-103-ER, SP104-ER, SP-106-PER/LER, SP-130-ER,
SP-142-CER, SP-142-ER, SP-145-PER,
SP-162-CER.

BSI Frame Kit
For; Sp-102-CER, SP-103-ER, SP104-ER, SP-130-ER, SP-142-CER,
SP-1600-ER, SP-162-CER, SPrintera
145-PER

BSI Universal Tool kit
Joggers
Joggers for grid tools, front and rear, with hat, long slides. Side joggers.
Universal Joggers. For blanker dies. Reliable, light weight,
economic, and dependable.

For; Sp-102-CER, SP-103-ER, SP-104ER, SP-106-PER / LER, SP-130-ER,
SP-142-CER, SP-142-ER, SP-145-PER,
SP-162-CER

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Precision Cutting Rules
Hardness
Brand

Body

Sizes

Edge

Bendability

Height [mm]

Thickness [pt]

1, 2

TOP

~ 450 HV (45 HRC)

+

22,00 – 100,00

1,5 / 2 / 3 / 4

H 75

~ 525 HV (51 HRC)

22,00 – 100,00

2 /3 /4

UNIVERSAL

~ 340 HV (35 HRC)

~ 640 HV (57 HRC)

+++

21,30 – 50,80

1,3 / 1,5 / 2 / 3 / 4

UNIVERSAL 40

~ 390 HV (40 HRC)

~ 640 HV (57 HRC)

++

22,00 – 50,80

1,5 / 2 / 3 / 4

UNIVERSAL 60

~ 450 HV (45 HRC)

~ 640 HV (57 HRC)

+

22,00 – 100,00

1,5
2 /3 /4

UNIVERSAL 75

~ 525 HV (51 HRC)

~ 670 HV (58 HRC)

EXTRA

~ 390 HV (40 HRC)

~ 700 HV (59 HRC)

+

1
2

Bevels
Edge Angle

Shaved

Coatings
Ground

Polished

“Long-life”

3, 4

42 ° / 53 °

TINIT shaved

22,00 – 100,00

2 /3 /4

22,00 – 50,80

2 /3 /4

Other dimensions on request
Availability depends on order quantity

Additional Features
Supreme ground
“Dust Killer”

5, 6

Back

Autoflex

Application and Features

“K-Back”
for short / medium runs

CF / CFDB
SF / SFDB

42 ° / 53 °

for short / medium runs, rigid materials

CF / CFDB
SF / SFDB

42 ° / 53 °

42 ° / 53 °

42 ° / 53 °

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

SF / SFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

SF / SFDB

SF / SFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

SF / SFDB
42 ° / 53 °

CF / CFDB

SF / SFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

CF / CFDB

optional

optional

for narrow radius bending

optional

optional

robust body

optional

optional

solid body, wider radius bending

SF / SFDB
CF / CFDB

optional

solid body, tip for hard materials

optional

robust body, tip for hard materials

SF / SFDB
42 ° / 53 °

CF / CFDB
SF / SFDB

3
4
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Other dimensions on request
Availability depends on order quantity

5
6

S F / SFDB on request
Optional polished version

Bevel Execution

To cater for the full range of applications, Bohlerstrip offers a large variety of bevel finishes.

Shaved Cutting Bevel (S)
The standard bevel finish of Bohlerstrip cutting rules is a precision drawn
quality surface bevel. These rules benefit from excellent bendability
and height consistency.

Sharpened Cutting Bevel (G)
For the professional cutting of plastics, rubber, laminates and coated materials
a sharpened cutting edge has proven the best choice.
For these applications we recommend our high frequency hardened cutting
rules in sharpened execution (UNIVERSAL 40, UNIVERSAL 60 and
UNIVERSAL 75). The sharper cutting edge results in cleaner cutting faces,
less knife wear and easy material penetration, at the same time reducing the
cutting force. For thermoforming jobs we recommend UNIVERSAL 60 “G”.

Polished Cutting Bevel (P)
Polished cutting rules combine the benefits of shaved and sharpened
execution in one rule.
- Reduced dusting
- Less friction when penetrating cut material, thus reducing cutting force
- Improved bending properties compared with sharpened bevel
- Rounded transition zone between bevel and body prevents material cracking

rounded

This execution is also available with polished double bevel (PL)
in CFDB or SFDB.

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Reverse

Standard

Rule Thickness
[pt]

Standard coil lengths

[mm]

[m]

[ft]

1.3

0.45

100

328

1.5

0.53

100

328

2

0.71

100

328

3

1.05

60

197

4

1.42

50

164
for heights > 15-27 mm

All Rule Types:

(except wave edge-, glue flap-, zipper and waved stripping rules)
Rule Thickness
[pt]

[mm]

Packing Units (in pieces) for Rule Heights of:

[inch]

8 – 15 mm

> 15 – 27 mm

> 27 – 40 mm
A

1.3

0.45

0.018”

100

150

100

> 40 – 100 mm

B

A

B

1.4

0.50

0.020”

100

140

100

1.5

0.53

0.021”

100

140

100

2

0.71

0.028”

75

100

35

70

35

3

1.05

0.041”

50

60

25

50

25

24

4

1.42

0.056”

40

50

17

34

17

16

6

2.13

0.084”

30

12

24

12
A = 1 m and 1.5 m lengths
B = 762 mm (30 inch) lengths

Wave Edge and Glue Flap Rules:
Rule Thickness

for Wave Spacings W of:

[pt]

[mm]

[inch]

3.5 mm

2

0.71

0.028”

100

5 / 7 / 10 mm
70

3

1.05

0.041”

60

60

Zipper Edge Rules:
packed in pairs

Rule Thickness

for Tooth Spacings A of:

[pt]

[mm]

[inch]

6 mm

8 / 10 / 12 mm

2

0.71

0.028”

60 (30 pairs)

40 (20 pairs)

3

1.05

0.041”

40 (20 pairs)

30 (15 pairs)

Waved Stripping Rules:
Rule Thickness

24

for Rule Heights of:

[pt]

[mm]

[inch]

30 / 40 mm

45 / 50 mm

3

1.05

0.041”

40
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Bohlerstrip Cutting Rules
TOP

H75

hard

very hard

soft, ductile

soft, ductile

UNIVERSAL 60

UNIVERSAL 75

UNIVERSAL

UNIVERSAL 40

hard cutting edge

hard cutting edge

soft

medium hard

soft, ductile

soft, ductile

EXTRA

hard cutting edge

extra hard cutting edge

extra hard cutting edge

hard

very hard

medium hard

soft, ductile

soft, ductile

soft, ductile

Coated Cutting Rules
Supreme Dust Killer Tinit (TiN)
Supreme coating

TINIT coating
~ 0.002 mm

Bohlerstrip Special Rules
Perforating Rules

Combination Rules

Glue Flap Rule

Zipper Edge Rules

(Look to the next page for rule descriptions and applications)
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TOP

This Bohlerstrip standard cutting rule offers good bendability, body-edge
hardness well balanced for cutting abrasive materials, e.g. solid boxboard,
corrugated board, labels, postcards, …

H 75

Is a very hard cutting rule which is still bendable to 85° and offers high stability
in die cutting operation. Service life is good when die cutting difficult materials,
e.g. gaskets, rubber, cork, felts, beer mats, …

R

Through-Hardened Cutting Rules

Edge-hardened Cutting Rules

UNIVERSAL

Bohlerstrip UNIVERSAL cutting rules combine excellent bending properties of a soft body with
edge-hardened tip for extended service life. Therefore Bohlerstrip UNIVERSAL cutting rules are suitable
for universal application, e.g. solid box board, corrugated board, labels, postcards,...

UNIVERSAL 40

Bohlerstrip UNIVERSAL 40 cutting rules are robust against heavy load in die
cutting due to increased body hardness, e.g. solid boxboard, corrugated
board, labels, postcards, …

UNIVERSAL 60

Bohlerstrip UNIVERSAL 60 cutting rules come with the hardness of TOP cutting
rule with induction hardened cutting edge. This results in high rule stability,
reduced wear on tip and bevel as well as extended service life, e.g. plastics
materials, thin gaskets, foils, puzzles, …

UNIVERSAL 75

Bohlerstrip UNIVERSAL 75 cutting rules offer excellent stability and wear resistance
which is required when die cutting heavy materials such as gaskets, laminates,
metal foils, various plastics, as well as abrasive materials.

EXTRA

This cutting rule was designed to die cut thick, rigid and abrasive materials such as
gaskets, plastics, composites, solid board books, wood, etc. Bohlerstrip EXTRA
cutting rule offers extra high edge hardness resulting in long service life along with deep
hardening for best stability in the die cutting process while maintaining good bendability.

Coated Cutting Rules

Supreme Dust Killer

The cutting bevel of the Supreme rule is coated with a thin anti-friction-film
which fills the microscopically small pores and marks on the cutting edge and
thereby adds to the smoothness of the bevel surface.
Supreme coated rules are offered in Universal and Universal 60.

Tinit (TiN)

TIN coated cutting rules are coated with a thin TiN layer of approx. 0.002 mm
on the cutting bevel only. The TiN coating hardness with 2,400 HV stands out
in comparison with standard UNIVERSAL edge hardness of 640 HV (4 times
harder).
Bendability, body structure, cutting profile and dimensions remain unchanged
and match with standard UNIVERSAL rules.

Bohlerstrip Special Rules

Perforating Rules

Bohlerstrip perforating rules are available in a wide range of thicknesses and
tooth/gap combinations. The spacing is usually given in mm. On request we
also manufacture in point and inch spacings. Minimum gap / tooth width is
defined by rule thickness.

Combination Rules

With cut-crease rules there is no need to insert individual parts of cutting and
creasing rules. Bohlerstrip cut-crease rules are produced in standard punched
(CF), or in flat- or round machined executions for high-quality sales (CF / FT
and CF / SR).

Glue Flap Rule

Glue flap rules are wave edge perforating rules, which are manufactured in
the same heights as scoring rules. They are used to roughen the glue flaps
on cardboard boxes to obtain a firm grip surface for the adhesive.

Zipper Edge Rules

Zipper rules provide a tear-open solution especially for
shelf ready packagings.

6.0 mm
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8.0 mm

10.0 mm

12.0 mm

Rotary
National manufactures a wide variety of cutting rules for a wide variety of applications. The chart shown below can be used as a
guide to help determine what tooth configuration options are recommended (or are acceptable) for specific grades of corrugated
This chart does not take into consideration liner and medium weights.

Around

Plastic Corr

Across

Around

Tri Wall

Across

Around

Heavy D/W

Across

Around

BC D/W

Across

Around

EB D/W

Across

Around

C-Flute

Across

Around

B-Flute

Across

Around

Across

E Flute

Super Six
8 Tooth
8 Tooth Arrowhead
RP 8
8 Tooth Euro-Cut
8 Tooth Klean Kut
Scalloped
Supercut
Extreme 9
10 Tooth
10 Tooth Arrowhead
10 Tooth NZ Klean Kut
10 Tooth Euro-Cut
10 Tooth Klean Kut
12 Tooth
12 Tooth Euro-Cut
13 Tooth Klean Kut
16 Tooth
20 Tooth
Recommended

Acceptable

Not Recommended
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Flat Rule

Automatic Rule Processor Coil Specifications
Our Code (Part No.) Wind/Feed Direction Maximum OD Point Size Standard Coil Length
AC

Counter-clockwise

21” (.53 M)

DP

Clockwise

21” (.53 M)

3 Pt.
4 Pt.
3 Pt.
4 Pt.

200’ (60.9)
150’ (45.7 M)
200’ (60.9 M)
150’ (45.7 M)

Metric to English
Conversion
1 mm
1 Inch
1 Meter
30 Meters

= .039 inches
= 2.54 cm or 25.4 mm
= 39.375 Inches
= 98.5 Feet

Auto Bender Guide
Counter-clockwise
SNN and SN Coils

Clockwise
SNN and SN Coils

Reverse Wound
Curved Rule

Standard Wound
Curved Rule

30" Lengths
36" Lengths
1 Meter Lengths
48" Lengths
Thickness
Heights
Feet /Box Strips/Box Feet /Box Strips/Box Feet /Box Strips/Box Feet /Box
Strips/Box
2 Pt.
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
250 Ft.
100
300 Ft
100
328 Ft.
100
272 Ft.
68
2 Pt.
1.126 - 1.250" (28.6-31.75 mm)
170 Ft.
68
204 Ft.
68
223 Ft.
68
136 Ft.
34
3 Pt. & 3 x 2
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
175 Ft.
70
210 Ft.
70
248 Ft.
75
200 Ft.
50
3 Pt. Wave
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
167 Ft.
67
201 Ft.
67
248 Ft.
75
200 Ft.
50
3 Pt.
1.126 - 1.500" (28.6-38.10 mm)
125 Ft.
50
150 Ft.
50
164 Ft.
50
100 Ft.
25
3 Pt.
1.501 - 3.000" (38.13-76.20 mm)
62 Ft.
25
75 Ft.
25
112 Ft.
34
100 Ft.
25
4 Pt.. 4x2, & 4x3
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
125 Ft
50
150 Ft
50
164 Ft.
50
136 Ft.
34
4 Pt.
1.126 - 1.500" (28.6-38.10 mm)
85 Ft.
34
102 Ft.
34
112 Ft.
34
68 Ft.
17
4 Pt.
1.501 - 3.000" (38.13-76.20 mm)
42 Ft.
17
51 Ft.
17
56 Ft.
17
68 Ft.
17
6 Pt.
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
85 Ft.
34
102 Ft.
34
121 Ft.
37
100 Ft.
25
6 Pt.
1.126 - 1.500" (28.6-38.10 mm)
85 Ft
34
102 Ft.
34
112 Ft.
34
68 Ft.
17
6 Pt.
1.501 - 3.000" (38.13-76.20 mm)
42 Ft.
17
51 Ft.
17
56 Ft.
17
68 Ft.
17
8 Pt.
0.500 - 1.125" (12.7-28.58 mm)
62 Ft.
25
75 Ft.
25
82 Ft.
25
68 Ft.
17
8 Pt.
1.126 - 1.500" (28.6-38.10 mm)
50 Ft.
20
60 Ft.
20
66 Ft.
20
40 Ft.
10
8 Pt.
1.501 - 2.000" (38.13-76.20 mm)
25 Ft.
10
30 Ft.
10
33 Ft.
10
40 Ft.
10
6 x 3, 6 x 4, 8 x 3, 8 x 4 Laser
85 Ft.
34
102 Ft.
34
98 Ft.
30
100 Ft.
25
2 Pt. Zipper Up To 1.125"
85 Ft.
34
102 Ft.
34
98 Ft.
30
100 Ft.
25
13
3 & 4 Pt. Zipper Up To 1.125"
42 Ft.
17
51 Ft.
17
49 Ft.
15
52 Ft.

Hardness Guide
Term
Scleroscope
Medium Soft
50
Medium
55
Medium Hard
65
Hard
70
Extra Hard
80
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Packaging Information
RC Range
32-35
36-40
41-44
45-49
51-55

Vickers
320-345
350-395
400-435
445-500
525-590

Note: Not all hardnesses available for different rule sizes.

Length per Box
Length per Box
Straight Coils
Curved Coils
All 2 Pt.. Rule
300 Ft. (90 M)
300 Ft. (90 M)
All 3 Pt.. & 4 Pt. Rule
100 Ft. (30 M)
100 Ft. (30 M)
All 6 Pt.. & 8 Pt. Rule
50 Ft. (15 M)
50 Ft. (15 M)
All 3 x 2, 4 x 2 & 4 x 3 Laser Crease 100 Ft. (30 M)
NA
All 6 x 4 & 8 x 4 Laser Crease
50 Ft. (15 M)
50 Ft. (15 M)
All 6 x 3 & 8 x 3 Laser Crease
50 Ft. (15 M)
NA

Rotary

CB 8 Tooth

CB 10 Tooth

CB 12 Tooth

Klean Kut

10 Tooth Klean Kut

13 Tooth Klean Kut

Arrowhead

10 Tooth Arrowhead

RP 8

10 Tooth NZ Style Klean Kut

13 Tooth Shallow Profile

14 Tooth Shallow Profile

Xtra Light Bundle Breaker Rule

Light Bundle Breaker Rule

Medium Bundle Breaker Rule

(Look to the next page for rule descriptions and applications)
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Rotary
8 Tooth

When applications call for an aggressive, reduced cutting pressure rule, 8 Tooth is an excellent solution. Designed with a
smooth shaved bevel and precision V ground teeth, this tooth pattern begins penetration of even the heaviest of
stocks, almost on contact. A quick release, combined with reduced cutting pressure, helps 8 Toothreduce the anvil wear
normally associated with heavy duty rules.

10 Tooth

Today, most diemakers prefer using one rule that cuts equally well across the cylinder as it does around it. National 10
Tooth effectively fulfills that preference. Engineered with a smooth shaved bevel and a unique symmetrical, radiused
tooth design, (slightly deeper than competitive products) 10 Tooth cuts with minimal pressure and penetration and
provides enhanced wear resistance, bendability and cutting performance. No one rule is perfect for all applications, but
10 Tooth is the most popular, versatile, and universal rotary rule and effectively cuts the vast majority of all corrugated
stocks. Also available in side bevel in a standard “V” tooth style.

12 Tooth

A combination of cutability, durability and formability, has allowed National 12 Tooth to remain an industry standard for
over 50 years. Designed with a super smooth shaved edge to minimize paper dust, 12 Tooth is available in all standard
and many custom configurations. This proven performer effectively cuts a wide variety of materials, from foam to
corrugated and is in common use around the world.
Originally designed to reduce edge crush on heavy board, 8 Tooth Klean Kut was uniquely created with a distinctive
tooth geometry and bevel angle. Made with a proprietary hard alloy steel, other Klean Kut advantages include superior
stripping, improved rule life, good bendability and increased beam strength. Excellent for lead edge knives and or
long horizontal cuts. A National standard for over 25 years.
Combining the tooth geometry of 10 Tooth with Klean Kut’s unique bevel, this rule cuts with minimal pressure and
penetration on both light and heavy board. An ideal choice for lead and trail knives on a wide variety of board weights.
Lower cutting pressure and a shallower gullet, combine to provide longer anvil wear. Works well on plastic corrugated
too.
Designed as a multi-purpose rule, this pattern works exceptionally well on fibrous materials, plastics and micro flute
corrugated. Placing the serrations toward the waste can produce improved stripping and an excellent edge appearance
and feel. A shallow gullet creates superior anvil life and works well with hard cutting surfaces. Edge hardened for
ultimate rule life and available in many standard and custom heights and point sizes.

Klean Kut

10 Tooth
Klean Kut
13 Tooth
Klean Kut
Arrowhead

10 Tooth
Arrowhead
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Combining the benefits of a longer shaved bevel, an induction hardened edge and the power of a symmetrically
ground, extra sharp 8 Tooth, this rule cuts with less pressure, while also providing longer blade life. Like standard 8
Tooth, Arrowhead creates a medium wave on the diecut blank that acts as a safety edge. Perfect for Power Flute and
other high performance mediums.
A finer version of Arrowhead, the 10 Tooth pattern provides better anvil life and a smoother cut on medium to lighter
board weights. This is an excellent rule to be used around the cylinder combined with standard Arrowhead across the
cylinder. A slightly less waved edge is created by 10 Tooth Arrowhead. Also available in a 12 Tooth version for an even
finer edge appearance.

RP 8

RP8 stands for “Reduced Penetration” 8 Tooth rule. Similar in design to our Center Bevel 10 Tooth, this symmetrically
ground rule has a shallower gullet than our standard 8 Tooth, allowing less penetration, improved anvil wear and
excellent bendability. Standard edge hardening insures the rule will hold up on longer production runs. The radius gullet
creates a type of shearing action, as heavier board grades compress into the gullet during the diecutting process.

10 Tooth NZ
Style Klean Kut

This shallow gullet side bevel rule is ideal for tight scrap areas, such as hand holes and slots. The side bevel deforms the
scrap and acts as an ejection assist to quickly remove the internal scrap. Its shallow tooth eliminates the possibility of a
gullet falling at the end of a bent slot.

13 Tooth
Shallow Profile

Like traditional shallow profile rule, 13 Tooth Shallow Profile is an ideal choice for flat applications cutting into a resilient
surface. This edge hardened product has a radius tooth design and is slightly deeper and more aggressive than 14 tooth
Shallow Profile.

14 Tooth
Shallow Profile

This 14 TPI center bevel rule is normally made with teeth ground on one side, but can also be manufactured with either
a symmetrically ground center or true side bevel. All three patterns have very shallow gullets and are extremely versatile,
in both flat and rotary applications. They work well on fabrics, rubber, plastics and other materials requiring minimal
penetration. A perfect choice when cutting against a belt or non-oscillating anvil. Cuts with very minimal penetration.

Bundle Breaker
Rule

As the name implies, this innovative rule keeps diecut bundles securely together until separation
(automated or by hand) is required. Utilizing extremely small ties or spaces, (as small as .045” or 1.14 mm) these rules
create an edge that has excellent appearance and feel. Various strengths of hold, ranging from 22.5% up to 37% are
provided by this five product family of rules. May also occasionally be used as a shelf ready (retail ready) perforation and
for display openings. Custom patterns may be made to order. For more durable holding strengths, refer to our
PERFormaX line below.

Rotary

8 Tooth Euro-Cut

10 Tooth Euro-Cut

12 Tooth Euro-Cut

Scalloped

16 Tooth

20 Tooth

Super Cut

Extreme 9

Super Six

PERFormaX Rule Light

PERFormaX Rule Standard

PERFormaX Rule Heavy

Heavy Bundle Breaker Rule

X Heavy Bundle Breaker Rule

8 Tooth EZ Strip

(Look to the next page for rule descriptions and applications)
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Rotary

32

Euro-Cut

Designed to cut with an absolute minimum of pressure and penetration, 8 Tooth Euro-Cut has gained worldwide favor
and acceptance as an industry standard and is a classic example of National’s innovative drive. One of our most popular
rules, Euro-Cut uniquely combines a precision shaved edge with a superior tooth profile. Reduced penetration allows die
rubber to recover more quickly, thus providing faster run speeds. State of the art edge hardening is standard on this rule,
though it may also be ordered without edge hardening. Euro-Cut works very well on light to heavy stocks. It can be
effectively used with the same rule height in both the straight and curved direction, or in the conventional manner. The
reduced penetration may require an increase of .005” to .010” (1.5 to 2.5 mm) in score heights for optimum performance.

10 Tooth
Euro-Cut

An evolution from 8 Tooth Euro-Cut, the 10 Tooth version still employs the precision shaved edge, superior tooth profile
and state of the art edge hardening of the original and continues to cut with minimal pressure. This version however,
penetrates less, increases blanket or anvil life, creates an improved edge appearance and feel and is actually more
universal then the 8 Tooth in its many applications.

12 Tooth
Euro-Cut
Scalloped

Similar to the 10 Tooth version, but with an improved edge appearance and feel, 12 Tooth Euro Cut is excellent for E
flutes and other light grade board.
A National classic, 8 Tooth Scalloped rule has an extremely durable edge that works well even under the most
demanding conditions. Designed with a center bevel, this rule creates a clean scalloped edge on products such as fiber,
rubber and various plastics. Available in harder steels or edge hardened, Scalloped rule provides effective cutting of a
wide assortment of materials for both flat and rotary applications.

16 Tooth

Provides an excellent balance of the aesthetics created by a finer rule (such as 20 Tooth) with the cutting characteristics
of a coarser rule (like 12 Tooth). Great for displays or any applications requiring a superior edge appearance and feel.

20 Tooth

When edge appearance is critical, such as in display work, a fine tooth pattern like 20 Tooth is an excellent choice.
Available in a wide variety of configurations, 20 Tooth performs well on lighter weight stocks and micro flute products.
When using 20 Tooth it is important to ensure that the anvils are in good condition.

SuperCut

SuperCut is an 8 tooth rule designed to cut with minimal penetration, while creating a safety edge on a wide variety of
stocks. It may be used as a multi-purpose rule because it provides a superior balance of cutability, wear, excellent anvil
life, edge appearance and safety. Also available in a 10 Tooth version for improved edge appearance and feel.

Extreme 9

A proprietary, unique innovation, this rule cuts with both low force and minimal overcut. The teeth of Extreme 9 slant or
slope at a precise downward angle that creates excellent shearing ability. This allows the rule to pass through even the
heaviest of materials with superb ease and in most cases, the overall penetration or overcut will be significantly less than
those of conventional rules. Extreme 9 works beautifully on all heavy board, including double and triple walls and is
especially well suited for long, across the cylinder cuts, where deep penetration is likely (ie: lead edge knives). This rule
may not be curved.

Super Six

A hybrid of our Klean Kut and Euro-Cut, this unique rule works well on heavy board, including double and triple wall.
Super Six is ground from one side to help improve stripping and cuts with less pressure and penetration. It is also a
perfect companion rule for use with Extreme 9 in the straight direction, or when a curved rule may be necessary for
tough applications.

PERFormaX
Rule

Specifically designed for corrugated shelf ready applications, PERFormaX primarily uses small ties or spaces in multiple
combinations to create easy to tear characteristics with required box strength or integrity. These rules utilize the
CUT/GAP relationship to precisely determine the break/tear resistance of each specific perf. The higher the percentage of
hold, the stronger the box will be in regard to resisting shipping, handling and other normal stresses. The hold strengths
range from 50% to 58% in a family of 3 products. The three versions specifically called PERFormaX are:
“Light” (.045” x .045”- 1.14 mm x 1.14 mm) which provides a 50% hold strength,
“Standard” (.045” x .055”- 1.14 mm x 1.40 mm) which provides a 55% hold strength and
“Heavy” (.050” x .070”-1.27 mm x 1.78 mm) which provides a 58% hold strength.

Bundle Breaker
Rule

As the name implies, this innovative rule keeps diecut bundles securely together until separation (automated or by hand)
is required. Utilizing extremely small ties or spaces, (as small as .045” or 1.14 mm) these rules create an edge that has
excellent appearance and feel. Various strengths of hold, ranging from 22.5% up to 37% are provided by this five product
family of rules. May also occasionally be used as a shelf ready (retail ready) perforation and for display openings. Custom
patterns may be made to order. For more durable holding strengths, refer to our PERFormaX line below.

8 Tooth EZ
Strip

A long time standard, this perf usually has an .050” (1.27 mm) space or tie (also available in other space choices). It is
often used in short pieces to eliminate the need for nicking and provides 41% hold strength. The single pointed
geometry offers a uniform penetration and an extremely sturdy tooth.

Latex & Cyanoacrylate Adhesives / Finishing

Slow Setting 2075PL curing time:
Rubber to wood - 7 seconds
Plastic to plastic - 8 seconds
Metal to metal - 20 seconds
Fast Setting 2001PL curing time:
Rubber to wood - 3 seconds
Plastic to plastic - 6 seconds
Metal to metal - 15 seconds

Clean Strip
Latex Adhesive designed for rubbering flat dies
Holds strong and strips away clean for
fast, easy re-rubbering.
Available in 1 gallon containers.
Special order other sizes.

Turbo Fast / Slow Dry
2001PL and 2075pl are fast setting, high viscosity
adhesives for bonding a variety of materials such
as wood, cork and leather as well as most metals,
rubbers, and plastics. 2001PL and 2075PL have
outstnading flexibility and enable use when high
impact resistance or gap fill is required.

Turbo Set Spray (#41-120)
Gerber Glue

Aids super glue adhesion by penetrating the
surface to be bonded and accelerating
the hold and set time.

Dispenser Bottles
2 oz. bottles

Turbo Debonder (#50-130)

Debonder “undo” AC68 Cyanoacrylate (Super
Glue) adhesive remover quickly softens and
dissolves cured and uncured adhesive from
unwanted areas. Use this to clean hands and
other surfaces. It is an essential product for
industrial manufacturing production involving the
use of cyanoacrylates.

Finishing

Air Stripping Hammers & Chisel Set

Using a pneumatic stripping hammer is fastest
way to strip loads off press. Ingersol Rand
high quality air hammer is available with
options such as counter balancers, air input
swivels, noise-reducing mufflers and a variety
of chisels

Waste Stripper
Unique in the market, the BOBST
waste stripper provides 400 watts
of output power to strip waste
efficiently, is easy to handle and
is low noise at 87 db. Strips edge
waste 10 times faster than by
hand!
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Tape & Spray Adhesives

3M® ATG Gun

For application of adhesive transfer gum in
finishing and sample making.

Double Faced Tape
Multiple applications. Most common application
for adhering counterboard to cutting plate.
Available: 2” - 12” wide

3M Scotch ATG Tape

Clear adhesive transfer gum used for finishing
and sample making.
Available: 1/4” and 1/2” wide
36 yards long

Reinforced
Filament Tape
Available: 1/4” – 4” wide

3M 77 Spray
The spray adhesive most used to adhere
phenolic counter material to Cutting plates.
high strength, fine mist adhesive.
High tack bond for many substrates including:
metal, plastics, rubber and wood.
Long open time and uniform spray pattern
provides faster application with less waste.
Tip: Especially helpful in adhering paper labels
Tto shrinkwrapped pallets!

Flatback Sealing Tape
Extra tacky sealing tape.
Available: 1/4” – 4” wide

Red
Lithographers
Tape
Masking Tape

Available: 1/4”- 4”
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Ejection Material
Features

T-75

Open Cell
Extra Firm Density
Heig hts from 1/4 ”
- 3/8”

Applications
Versatile rubber recommended for use
on Bobst® and other high speed p resses for
folding

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA*

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA*

6118

Open Cell
Firm Density
Heig hts from 3/16”5/8”

Primarily for high speed p resses for folding
carton, gaskets and labels

61X

Open Cell
Extra Firm Density
Heig hts from 1/4”- 5/8”

Versatile rubber used in gene ral diecuttin g,
carton and corrug ated applications

6110

Open Cell
Extra Firm
Density
Heig hts from 1/8”- 5/8”

Primarily for high speed p resses for folding
carton, micro-flutes, labels and gaskets

F-70

Open Cell
Firm Density
Heig hts from 3/8 ”
- 5/8”

B-65

Open Cell
M edium Density
Heig hts from 1/4 ”
- 5/8”

6220

Open Cell
M edium Density
Heig hts from 1/8 ” - 1”

G-257

Closed Cell
M edium-Soft
Density
Heig hts from 3/16”- 1”

Dura
Bull

M icro-Cell
Extra Firm
Density
Heig hts from 1/8”11/16”

Cork

Cork-Rubber
Combination
Extra Firm
Density
Heig hts from 1/16”5/8”

Econo
Cork

Cork-Rubber
Combination
M edium-Firm
Density
Heig hts from 1/4 ”
- 3/8”

Available

and standard corrug ated

Primarily for letterpress; versatile enough to use
in paper, carton or corrug ated applications

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA*

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA*

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA*

• Regular or with PSA*
• Sheets, strips & blocks

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA
applications including folding ca rton

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA

make this rubber excel in corrug ated slats,
punches and as t rim breakers

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA

The combination of rubber and cork make
this eje ction material extremely du rable and
resistant; used on both let terpress and high
speed p resses

• Sheets, strips & blocks

The combination of rubber and cork
make this eje ction material extremely
durable and resistant; used on both
letterpress and high speed p resses

• Sheets, strips & blocks
• Regular or with PSA

straight
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CITO Fast Rubber With or W/O Adhesive

New Profile shape in conjunction with the Bobst Group for use en
the highest speed presses. For use at lead edge and at nicks.
Unique shape reduces the number of nicks necessary. Also
combats dusting, fragmentation and angel hair

Green G’rilla
Ejection rubber designed for demanding slot and restricted ejection areas.
Sizes: 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”
Available: Ejecto-Flex, E-Z-Set, Side - Wave, Scalloped or Straight, PSA or Regular

Benefits
Wider flat top profile to avaoid board bruising
Concave base for greatest stability
Material is white to avoid marking board
Available: 1/4” - 3/8” high

Groovy G’rilla

-

Grooved, wavy shape generates required ejection force in slots while
Allowing room for compression with no rule deflection.
Forslotswidths: 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4, 5/16”, or 3/8”

SuperBlue Stripping Foam
Extra during firm, resilient, stripping foam for heavy carton and
corrugated board. Stabilizes blank during stripping process.
Hardier and more economical than competitive foams.
Standard size: 1-5/8” x 1-5/8 x 36”
Special order other sizes

Red Rhino
Feautures & Benefits:
Most versatile Themo Plastic
rubber. Increase press
speed. Will not crush the
product. Will not overload
the press.

Gray Economy Foam
Stripping foam for light weight paper and board.
Standard Size: 1-1/2” x 1-3/4” x 3”
Special order other sizes.
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Quick kick for ejecting thin
substrates with the
compressibility needed to
handle thicker substrates.
Life expectancy of over
1,000,000 cycles at 50%
compression 0.020”
thickness tolerance.
Available in:
Sheets, Strips & blocks,
regular PSA* and Super
Sticky PSA
Ejecto-Flex, E-Z- Set, SideWave

FUNCTIONAL RANGE OF MOTION

COMPRESSION / DEFLECTION FORCE (PSI) = FUNCTIONAL AREA

MATERIAL

PERCENTAGE OF COMPRESSION

10% 20% 25% 30%
Poly - blue, yellow, orange

1.4

1.5

1.7

1.8

40% 50% 60%
2

2.7

4.5

70%
7.6

80% 90%
21

SHEET
SIZE

Inches

MR 50

6

8.5

9

9.6

11.5

15

22.5

43.5

120

22 x 42

10000 Series

7

9.6

10.5

11.5

13.8

17.6

25.6

47.4

132

22 x 42

12000 Series

8

11.5

13

14.4

18

23.5

36.5

77.5

190

22 x 42

MR 1100

10.2

15

16.8

18.4

22.5

29

44.5

82

205

18 x 36
22 x 42

22000 Series

11.3

16

17.8

19.5

24

31

46.3

90.4

220

EPDM - Gray Closed Cell*

7.2

11.2

13.4

16

22.7

33.2

52.2

95

243

Black Open Cell

9.5

14.6

17.4

20.2

27.2

38

63.3

18 x 36

15700

8.9

14.2

17.7

21.4

33.1

57

2700

10.7

16.6

18.4

21.4

29.6

43

74.9

MR 24

13.6

20.3

22.7

25

32.2

44

77

191

60

114

18 x 36

Red Rhino

15.5

23

25.2

27.6

33

41.5

6500

14.7

25.3

30

36.4

58.4

103.6

MR 35

19.5

29.8

33

36

43.3

55

80.5

17

25.6

30

34.5

45.3

63.7

114.8
113.5

75 Open Cell*

18 x 36
18 x 36
250

18 x 36
18 x 36

155

18 x 36

MR 75

22.4

33

36.2

39.5

47.7

61

3500

18.5

30.2

35.6

42.5

64.6

113.2

MR 40

25.7

40

44.7

49.3

60.6

95

125

225

18 x 36

31

49.4

56

62

78.2

106.4

166

291

18 x 36

BK 85

32.4

52.5

59.5

66

82.8

110.5

167

300

18 x 36

Superstrip

39.5

59.7

66.2

72.5

86.8

110

154.2

267

10 x 20

13500 Cork

60.9

99.2

119.9

145.3

225.9

Green G'rilla

Functional Range of Motion

'HQVL¿FDWLRQ3RLQW

Failure
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DENSIFICATION POINT

26 x 37

18 x 36
18 x 36

18 x 36

PSI

Monroe Rubber & Plastic, Inc.

THE ONLY MOVING PARTS ON A CUTTING DIE ARE THE EJECTION MATERIALS.

COMPRESSION %

As with any moving mechanical or
compressible part there is a maximum
functional range of motion. Once that
range is exceeded the item no longer
functions properly which will lead to failure.
This chart shows the maximum functional
range of motion in green for each product.
Once the functional range is exceeded it
HQWHUVWKH\HOORZGHQVL¿FDWLRQSRLQWZKHUH
the rubber becomes a solid and can no
longer compress. Go beyond this point and
the rubber will fail, breaking apart. For the
ejection rubber to work properly it must
remain within the green Functional Range
of Motion.
*discontinued product no longer carried by Monroe.

Monroe Rubber & Plastic, Inc.

|

Simplifying the complex science of die ejection.
www.monroerubber.com | 800.521.0109
revision date: 02-03-19

The only moving parts on a cutting die
are the ejection materials.

As with any moving mechanical or compressible part,
there is a maximum functional range of motion. Once
that range is exceeded, the item no longer functions
properly, which will lead to failure.
The chart above shows the maximum funtional range
of motion in green for each product. Once the functional range is exceeded it enters the yellow densification
point where the rubber become a solid and can no
longer compress. Go beyond this point and the rubber
will fail and break apart. For the ejection rubber to worl
proper, it must remain within the greem functionjal
range motion.

AdvancedDieSupplies.com
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Kushion Krease

Designed to reduce fractured scores common in dry or recycled
board. Gentle crushing action
allows the scoring rule to form an accurate line crease on all grades of corrugated. Use .035”
below the scoring rule.
Available:
.175”, .200”, .225”, .250”, .275”, .295”, .300”, .315”, .325”, .335”, .355”, .370”, .380”, .395”
Specify box or coil.

Color Cushion Crease

Color Cushion Crease

Color-Coded corrugated creasing aid. Designed
to reduce board damage in poor quality board.
Benifits:
Color- Coded for easy, accurate use.
New Improved shape
Radical base provides total stability of rubber on
the die board.
Resistant to heat and UV degradation.
Self-Lubricating to reduce board friction.
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Essential Matrix
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BLACK MAXX WITHOUT ADHESIVE
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